Error-correcting or error-detecting codes have been used in the computer industry to increase reliability, reduce service costs, and maintain data integrity.
error-correcting
and double-byte error-detecting (SbEC-DbED) codes have been successfully used in computer memory subsystems. There are many methods to construct double-byte error-correcting (DbEC) codes. In the present paper we construct a class of double-byte error-correcting codes, which are more efficient than those known to be optimum, and a decoding procedure for our codes is also considered. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant with minimum distance _> 5 was constructed with parameters n = q2 and r = 7 [6] . Let U_(I) be a cyclic code over F = GF(q), where q = 2 i, with a string I = {1, (q_+q)12 ,, and U = Uqm(I, F m-l) be the corresponding punctured code with length n = qm-1 defined on a (m -1)-dimensional subspace F m-1 of F TM. A class of codes over GF(2 i) with minimum distance _> 5 was constructed by adding some parity checks to U, these codes have the , rn--1 parameters n = q,_-I r < 2m + [-5--] , m = 2,3,..-. And when q is odd, a class of codes with minimum distance _> 5 was also constructed by a similar method. The above codes were constructed by Dumer in the Theorems 6 and 7 [5] respectively. According to Dumer, ifqiseven, when n=q2, r_< 7, when n=q3 then r < 9 and ifqisodd, when n =q2 r_< 7, when n = q3 then r_< 8....
Dumer'scodes are known to be optimal in the sense that no other double-byte error-correcting codes with the same code lengths have fewer number of parity checks. But unfortunately, the codes in Theorem 7 were defined only over GF(q) , when q is odd. Dumer's method is very ingenious but is hard to read. It is known that in the computer systems the codes over GF(q) with q = 2i are useful.
In the present paper, we will construct a class of double-byte error-correcting codes over GF(2i) , which have the same parameters of Dumer's codes over GF(q) with q is odd. And we also study the decoding procedure of our codes. The organization of this paper is as follows.
In section U, we review the generalized Bezout's theorem, which will be used to estimate the parameters of our codes. In section llI, we construct our new double error correcting codes. In section IV, a decoding procedure is
given. In section V, we give another construction of codes with minimum distances d _> 5. Finally, we make some concluding remarks in section VI.
2 Generalized Bezout's Theorem Let Vl, v2, .. ., Vp, and u be n-tuple vectors.
If there are p coefficients ci such that u + _-_-P=Icivi = O, where 0 is the zero vector, then we say that u is totally linearly dependent on vectors vl, v2, ..., vp. Sometimes, u may be linearly dependent on the vectors for only some of the components (i.e., locations). Then u is said to be partially linearly dependent on the vectors vi for 1 < i < p. The maximal possible number of those components (i.e.,
locations)
can be used to measure the linear dependence of the vector u on the vectors vi, for 1 < i < p. The number of components, for which u is partially linearly dependent on the vectors, is called the dependent-degree of u on vi, for 1 _< i <_ p. Apparently, if the dependent-degree is equal to n, then u is totally linearly dependent on vi for 1 < i < p.
We generalize this concept to the case of a sequence of vectors ui. andits determinant is calledthex-resultantof thetwopolynomialsanddenoted byRest: (f, 9) (or R).
For convenience in the following discussion, we define rio) = f_ (ao, a,,...,a_,O,...,O) , 
Let R(y) = Resx(ft, f2, "", fp) be the non-zero determinant of the nonsingular submatrix with the smallest degree of y of the x-resultant matrix.
Theorem 2. 3 ([6] ): The number of distinct points of the intersection of f_(x, y) without common components, for tt = 1, 2, ...,p, is at most equal to the degree of their resultant R(y), i.e., degR(y) .
In order to get an upper bound ofdegR(y), we introduce a new concept. Among the f's with the same degree of x, we select one. Thus, we can select f,\,, for p = 1,2, ...,q(_< p), such that degxf+x, > deg_fx,+,, { deg_f,\_l_r = 1,2,...,q} = {degxf, lp = 1,2, ...,p}, and f,\_ have no common components.
We define the x-partial resultant matrix of these p curves or polynomials as the following (m + n) x (m + n) matrix: [6] ): The number of distinct points of the intersection of fu(x, y), for p = 1,2, ...,p, is at most equal to the degree of their partial resultant PR(y). Proof: GF(q 3) is a 3-dimensional vector space over GF(q), by the hypothesis, 1, _, ¢/2 is a basis of GF(q3).
Because (x+y_) 2 = x 2 +2zy/3+y2_ 2, we know that the code in the above construction has r = 7 parity checks: 1,x,y, x2,2xy, y 2, (x + y3) q2+q+l. To D<[_l,[_l,[2xyl,[(x+y_) q2+q+ll} _< 3, 
where Ai, Bi, Ci are in GF(q) (in the sequel, without special explanation, we denote elements 
To prove that this system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots. We need only to prove the following system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots,
Consider the x-resultant matrix of the above polynomial equations, Pro@
So the code in the above construction has r = 7 parity checks: 1, x, y, x 2 + aoxy + boy 2, (1 + al)xy -4-bly 2, a2xy + b2y 2, and (x + Y3 + 0/32) q2Wq+l
Now as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need to prove D_ z} < 3. Let D_ 7) = D{?,_,.x2,.\3,?,4}.
Obviously, if A1 = 1, then D{1,.\2,_3,.\4} = 0. If A1 = 2, it is easy to check that i.e., we need to prove the following two systems of equations have at most 3 distinct roots respectively, and y+Ax+B=O,
Nowwe provethat the systemof the last threeequationsill the first systemof equations andthe systemof the first threeequationsin the secondsystemof equationsare all equivalent to the followingsystemof equations:
We need only to prove the determinant of the matrix of the coefficients of x 2, xy, and y2 is not zero, i.e., 1
On the other hand 3 C GF(q3), we have 3 qz = 3, so we have 3 q = 3, and hence 3 E GF(q).
It contradicts the hypothesis. Now consider the system of equations (3. 2), as (3.1) Then we have a code over GF(4) with n = 16, r = 7, and d >_ 5. Let fl = 1,f2 = x,f3 = Y,./4 = xs+axy+aSy2 f5 = aSy 2,]'6 = axy+a2y s,f7 = x 3 -4-xSy + aSxy 2 + c_Y3. And Let P1 = (0, 0), P2 = (0, 1), P3 = (0, a), P4 = (0, a2), P5 = (1,0), P6 = (1, 1), PT = (1, a), Ps = (1, as), P9 = 0), P,0 = 1), P,, = (a, a), Pls = (a, a2), P13 = (a s, 0), P14 = ( as, 1), P15 = (a s, a), P16 = ( as, as) • Then we have the following evaluated table
So the parity check matrix is
We can generalize Constructions 3.1 and 3.2 to higher dimensional cases as follows: 
Proof:
We
and substitute them into the above equation,
Hence the code has r = 8 parity checks: i.e., we need to prove the following system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots:
When we substitute the first equations into the second, third and fourth equations, we obtain three equations on x and y of degree 2. If we can prove the system of these three equations is equivalent to the system of equations (3. 2), then the proof is completed. Now we prove it as follows.
Substituting Thus the code has r = 8 parity checks: 1, x, y, z, g0(x, y, z), gl(x, y, z), g2(x, y, z) , (x + y3 + z/32) q2+q+l. As in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we need only to prove the following system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots.
We employ the idea in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Substitute z = AlX+Bly+C1 into (x+ y/3q-z/32) q2+q+i , and consider its part of degree 2, which is ((l+Al_2)x+ (/3-bBl_2)y) q+l = ,, +sp__C__t_q+l divide it by (1 + A1_32) q+l and let c = +BP-2-P-_-_ E GF(q3).
( Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5, we have to prove the following determinant is not zero,
If it is zero, then there exist a nonzero element a E GF(q) such that (hi, h2) = a(gl, g2).
So we have c q+l + ac q + ac = ho + ago = b E GF(q), and (c q+l + ac q + ac) q = bq = b, i.e., c q2+q + ac q2 + ac q = b. Add the above two formulas, we obtain cq2+q + c q+l + ac q2 = ac, so
As in the proof of Let fl = 1, f2 = x, f3 = Y, f4 = Z, f5 = ( x2 + axy + a2y 2 ÷ yz ÷ a'xz ÷ z2), ]'6 = (a2y 2 + yz ÷ c_2xz + _'4z + az2), f7 = (xz ÷ axy ÷ a2y s + c_2yz ÷ z2), fs = x3 + x2y + x_z + a2xy 2 + xyz + v_xz 2 + o_y3 + ay2z + yz 2 + a2z 3. And Let P1 = (0, 0, 0), P2 = (0, 0, 1), P3 = (0,0, a), P4 = (0,0, a2), P5 = (1,0,0), P6 = (1,0, 1),P7 = (1,0, a), Ps = (1,0, a2), "", 
We can generalize Constructions 3.5 and 3.6 to higher dimensional cases as follows:
q is a power of an odd prime. Let
and 1, 7,"',73k-1 is a basis of the vector space GF(q 3k) over GF(q), 
3.9
The code in Construction 3.9 has the parameters n = q4, r = 11, and d > 5.
Proof:
We prove only the case of q is even, when q is odd, the proof is similar. So the code has r = 11 parity checks: 1, x, y, z, w, go(x, y, z, w), gl (x, y, z, w), g_ (x, y, z, w), g3(x, y, z, w) , (x + y/3 + z/32) q2+q+l, w 3. To prove d _> 5, we have to prove D OU __ 3. As in the proofs of the above theorems, it is easy to check that when /_1 ----1, :2, 3, D{.\1,A2,...,X8} __ 3. We need only to prove that i.e., we need to prove the following system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots. gl(x, g, z, w) g2(x, y, z, w) g3(x, y, z, w) GF(q) . Then for any
is converted into a homogeneous form of variables r, • •., rm of degree m with nonzero values in F for any (rl,'", rrn) _ 0.
Nowfor any (rl,...,rm) decompose the coordinates71,'",vm into disjoint 3-tuples ((7,,r2, r3), (r4, rs, r6),...), where for any m < j _< 3V3 ], define rj = 0. For example, a vector (rl, r2, 7-3,we)• GF(q 4) can be decomposed into ((rl, r2, re), (r4, 0, 0)).
Let q be an odd, and let W = l/I%m(I,X = F m) be an extended BCH codes with the string I = {0, 1,2} for any rn = 1,2,....
Define for any locator z = (rl,-" ",rm) • GF(q m) the vector p(z) = (Pl,"',
for all j = 0, 1, • •., l-1. Let p be the matrix of size I x n with columns pT(zi), i = 1,2 • •., n, and Let P be the code with the parity check matrix p. Finally, define W t = W A P.
Theorem 7 [5] showed that the code W' has the parameters:
But there is an oversight in the Theorem 7 of [5]• When m = 2, in order to define code P, we have to consider an extened field GF(qm'), where m' = 3 [3 ] = 3. In the extended field, the string I = {0, 1, 2} will raise 1 + rn + 3[3 1 parity checks (not 2m + 1). In fact, consider the q-ary code generated by a parity check matrix
because (x + y/3) 2 = x + 2xy/3 + y2_2 so the code has parity checks: 1,x,y,x 2,2xy,y2. r = 1 + m + 3 [3 ] = 1 +2+ 3 = 6. So when n = q2, the number of parity checks of the codes in Theorem 7 should be 7. Dumer's codes are known to be optimal in the sense that no other double-byte errorcorrecting codes with the same code lengths have fewer number of parity checks, but unfortunately, they are defined only on GF(q), where q is odd. Our codes have the same parameters as Dumer's codes, but our codes are defined on GF(2i).
Now we give a proof of Theorem 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.4:
Let (X 1 -Jr-X2"f -_-""" _-X3k+2"[3k+l) q+l -_" g0(Xl, " " ", X3k+2) +''" + g0(Xl, " " ", X3k+2)_ 3k+l"
Then the code has 7k+6 parity checks: 1, Xl, • • ", x3k+2, go(x1, • • ", x3k+2), • • ", g3k+l (Xl, • • ", x3k+2), (xl + x2_ + x3/32)q2+q+l, "'', (x3k+l + x3k+2_ + 0/32) q:+q+l. To prove d > 5, by Theorem r)(Tk+6) 2.1, we need to prove _7k+3 < 3. We need only to prove the following system of equations has at most 3 distinct roots:
Obviously, the numberof distinct roots of (3.3) is not greater than the number of distinct roots of the following system of equations: Then (Z 1 -4-CX2) q+l : (X 2 "Jv aOXlX2 -_-bo x2) nt-(alXlX2 -_-nix2),7 nI-"'"-_-(a3k+lXlX2 nk b3k+lX2),73k+l. So (3.4 ) is equivalent to the following system of equations:
As in the proof of Theorem 3.9, if we can prove there exists a determinant in the following determinants such that it is not equal to 0, then there are three equations of xl and x2 in (3.6 ) are equivalent to (3.2) , and the proof is completed:
1 a0 b0 0 ai bi 0 aj bj ai aj bi bj ' l<i<j<ak+l.
If it is not, then wehave ai aj bi --0, bj for alli,j,l_<i<j_ 3k+l.
Then there is a nonzero element a E GF(q) such that (bl,.--, b3k+1) = a(al,-.-, aak+l) .
So we have c q+l --bo = a(c q + c -ao), where a0, b0 and a in GF(q). Theorem 3.9, we can prove c E GF(q), but this is impossible, since
and 1,7, • "',7 3k+l is a basis of GF(q3k+2).
In the same way, we can prove Theorems 3.3, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.10 .
As in the proof of [] 
Decoding
At first, we expound the decoding procedure of the codes in Construction 3.6.
Let Z = x+y/3+z_ 2, and Z1 = Z(P1), Z2 = Z(P2), '.-, Zn = Z(P,_) , where/91, P2, • " ", P,_ are all points ofGF(q3), n = q3. Suppose y = (Yl, y2,'" ", yn) E GF(q) '_ is a received vector.
We define the the following syndromes of y:
Moreover, define S1 =Yl+Y2+'"+Y_, and
Yq+CY+D=O.
Multiply (4.8) by Y and then add it into (4.7), we have (4.8)
(4.9)
If C = 0, then (4.8) has only one root, but }_ = Z_ :fi }') = ZJ are all its roots, so it is impossible.
When C # 0, (4.9) is an equation of degree 2, it has two roots. Hence we can completely determine the error locators Zi and Zj. Then by (4.1) or (4.2), the error values are determined. 
We have Z1 = 0, Z2 = j2, Za = /323, Z4 _ 344, Z5 = 1, Z6 = /312, Z7 = /315 Zs = /337, Now we give a general decoding procedure for the codes in the last section.
Let Z = xl +xr_+'--+xm7 m-a, and Z1 = Z(P1),Z2 = Z(P2),'",Z_ = Z(Pn), where Pl, P2,'", P_ are all points of GF(qm), n = qm. Suppose Y = (yl,y2,'",Y_) E GF(q) '_ is a received vector. We define the following syndromes of y: S1 = Yl "-_ Y2 nt-"'" + Yn,
Moreover, define
SZq This equation has at most q2 roots in GF(qm).
In order to determine
Zi and Zj, we give other equations about them.
(Xlk, x2k," "',x,,,k), k = 1,2,..., n = qm. We define the following syndromes (4.10) , the error values c, and cj are determined.
5
Another Class of Double-Byte Error-Correcting Codes Let n = qm, when 31m, we have another construction of codes with minimum distance > 5.
Construction 5.1 Let n = qm, m = 3, 6 • • -, where q is a power of 2 or an odd prime, and let m = 31. Suppose that 7 C GF(q TM) -GF(q), 1,7,-..,7 m-1 is a basis ofGF(q "_) over
GF(q).
Let H = [1, (xl+xeT+"'+xm7m-1) q', (Xl+X27+'''+XmTm-1) q%1, (Xl+X27+
• ''+ XmTm-1) q_%q_+l]. Let H T be a parity check matrix, we have a sequence of codes over GF(q).
Theorem 5.1 The codes in Construction 5.1 are double-byte error-correcting codes and have the parameters n = qm, r = 71 + 1.
Proof:
Obviously, ((Xl +x27+'-"+xmTm-1)q2t+q'+l) q' = (Xl +x27+"" "+XmTm-1) q2g+q'+l, it shows, (Xl + x27 + "'" + xmTm-1) q2%q'+l E GF(q_). So the code has r = 7l + 1 parity checks.
Let Z = x, +x27+'"+xm7 m-_, and Z, = Z(P_), Z2 = Z(P2),'",Z,_ = Z(P,_), where 191, P2,'", Pn are all points of GF(qm), n = qm. Suppose y = (yl,y2,'",Y,) E GF(q) _ is a received vector. We define the the following syndromes of y as follows.
$1 = Yl + Y2 + "'" + Y_, If C = 0, then (5.8) has only one root, but Y/= Z 7' =fi Yj = Zf are all its roots, so it is impossible.
When C :fi 0, (5.9) is an equation of degree 2, it has two roots. Hence we can completely determine the error locators Zi and Zj. Then by (5.1) or (5.2), the error values are determined.
The proof is completed.
[]
Conclusions
In the present paper, we constructed a class of codes with the parameters: n = qm r _< 2m+
[3] + 1, and d _> 5 over GF(q), where q = 2 i or a power of an odd prime. It is well known that the codes over GF(2 i) are very useful in computer semiconductor memory subsystems.
The single-byte error-correcting and double-byte error-detecting codes, i.e., the codes with minimum distance > 4 are thoroughly studied.
There are many methods to construct the double-byte error-correcting codes, i.e., the codes with minimum distance _> 5. Dumer's codes are known to be optimal in the sense that no other double-byte errorcorrecting codes with the same code lengths have fewer number of parity checks, but his codes were defined on GF(q) when q is odd. Our codes have the same parameters with Dumer's codes, but our codes are defined on GF(2i).
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